Infusion-Related Reactions With Ocrelizumab in the Phase III Studies
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BACKGROUND

• The efficacy and safety of ocrelizumab (OCR) in Phase III studies in patients with relapsing multiple sclerosis (RMS) (OPERA I/II (NCT01127524) and OPERA II (NCT01143236) and primary progressive multiple sclerosis (PPMS) (ORATORIO (NCT01738546) and ORATORIO II) have been reported previously.

METHODS

Studies

• OPERA I and OPERA II (Pooled analyses): Patients with RMS were randomized 1:1 to receive double-blind, double-dummy treatment for 126 weeks with either OCR 600 mg IV every 6 weeks or IFN β-1a 44 μg subcutaneously (SC) every 4 weeks (Figure 1).

For OPERA I/II and ORATORIO study design (Figure 1), scan here.

Results

• The majority of IRRs in patients within the OCR treatment groups (Pooled analyses and OPERA II [per-protocol]) were mild to moderate in severity and manageable with pretreatment and symptomatic management

DISCUSSIONS

• Among OCR recipients who experienced an IRR on Day 1 within OPERA I and OPERA II (Pooled analyses) n/N=275/623 (44.3%) and n/N=154/266 (57.7%), 66.7% of patients within the OCR pooled analyses (n=100) and 64% of patients within ORATORIO (n=70) had a subsequent IRR

Figure 2. IRR frequencies

Table 1. IRR frequencies by dose and pretreatment

Figure 3. IRR frequencies by dose and intensity

Figure 4. OCR-related IRR frequency and intensity by pretreatment
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